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SPORTS

Sparta-Q
Last Saturday, chefs from all over
California gathered in CEFCU
Stadium for the SJSU softball’s 4th
annual rib cook-off to fundraise for
their new facility.
P. 9
OPINION

Latino community leaders and innovators
spoke at the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Library about the importance of Latinos in
the community voting at The Latino Vote
event last night.
The bilingual event was presented by
San Jose State University Latino Alumni
Network. VOTOLATINO helped students
register to vote and had a Q&A with local
leaders Sarahi Salamanca, Eutiquio “Tiq”
Chapa and Omar Torres.
“For me voting is very important despite
the fact that I still can’t vote, but I think
because of that it has become more
important to me,” said Salamanca, founder
and CEO of DREAMer’s Roadmap.

See

LEADERS page 3

KAVIN MISTRY| SPARTAN DAILY
Sophomore Guilia Gavio celebrates after the Spartans came back from down two sets to none against New
Mexcio to win its first conference game of the season.

SEE STORY ON PAGE 9

ENTREPRENEUR

Taking the startup plunge in Silicon Valley
BY TAYLOR JONES
STAFF WRITER

Not all tomboys
have identity issues
P. 8
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

As a freshman in college, Ray Wei knew
he wanted to do something with business
and tech. Being a marketing major at San
Jose State, having those ambitions seemed
appropriate. When he became an intern at
Onerent, a startup geared towards housing
and rentals, his ambitions turned from big
businesses to smaller organizations, turning
him onto the startup culture in San Jose.

According to Business Insider, about 93%
of companies that are created fail at some
point in their startup life. Ray was not the
type to look at statistics and feel cautious.
For him, joining a startup was always in the
back of his mind. Now, he is the marketing
coordinator for Onerent, a website dedicated
to finding affordable housing in San Jose,
San Francisco, San Diego and Seattle.
“I’ve always had an interest in real estate
and technology, so when I found out that I

could work at a company that can marry the
two, I was hooked,” Wei said.
Being in San Jose, Wei went from thinking
about joining to committing to it, earning an
internship position at Onerent his freshman
year and working up to where he is now.
“What kept me staying were the
opportunities and the people,” Wei said.
“Each day at Onerent isn’t the same as

See BUSINESS page 3

HEALTH TIP

Community Garden assists student hunger
BY SHELLISE WEST
STAFF WRITER

KARIANNE SUDYKA | SPARTAN DAILY

Little Italy festival
An inaugural food festival took
place in Little Italy on Sunday.
Guests got to try a number of
Italian dishes like ziti and ravioli.
P. 4

Students gathered Monday to harvest
fruits and vegetables at the Associated
Students’ Community Garden that serves
hungry students, provides a learning space
and place for students to come together.
In a study conducted in 2012 by the Student
Health Center, 30 percent of San Jose State
students have gone without food due to lack
of funds.
Students on campus led an initiative to
create a garden in order to serve students in
the community beginning in 2007 according
to garden manager Mark Batcheler.
Now an extension of the Cesar Chavez
Community Action Center, the garden
serves as a place for students to learn and
engage in an environment for healthy food

launched in May 2014.
Open on Mondays and Fridays, students
filled the garden looking to assist in
garden duties which included harvesting
fruits and vegetables.
As one of the many resources on campus
solving the food insecurity issue, the garden
has partnered with the on campus cooking
class the CHEW.
Located across from SJSU’s Dining
Commons, the garden collects food scraps
from the on campus facility in order to
produce fertilizer for fresh fruits and
vegetables year round.
Prior to coming into the garden students
are encouraged to bring containers or
plastic bags to fill with fruits and vegetables
following watering and planting for the day.
Gaining $15,000 from the university,
Batcheler has helped the garden since 2014

SHELLISE WEST | SPARTAN DAILY
Students Diana Xu (left) So Young Kim (center) and
Miguel Lepoutre (right) firmly place spinach inside
individual pots at the Community Garden.

with numbers that have surged since its
opening according to Batcheler.
“In 2015, we had 1200 students visit the
garden, and since then we’ve put in a ton of

See

FOOD page 2
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Kaine, Pence spar in VP debate
BY JEREMY CUMMINGS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Vice
Presidential
candidates Tim Kaine
and Mike Pence squared
off Tuesday, Oct. 4th in
their first and only debate
at Longwood University
in Farmville, Va.
The vice president is
responsible for leading
the United States if the
president becomes unable
to do so, and this debate
gave the country a chance
to familiarize themselves
with the two men who,
come November 8, will
be one step from the
American presidency.
As
many
pundits
predicted, Pence and
Kaine spent the bulk
of the debate attacking
or
defending
their
respective
presidential
candidates rather than
discussing their own
political histories.
Unlike in last week’s
Presidential debate, the
two candidates focused
mostly on the details of
policy proposals made
by
their
respective
running mates.
The debate kicked off
with questions about
the economy and taxes.
This was one of the only
portions of the debate

ELECTION 2016

THEELECTIONSERIES
BREAKING DOWN THE IMPORTANT ISSUES
Pennsylvania

Trump - 41%
Clinton
Johnson
Stein
Undecided

Ohio

Trump - 43%
Clinton
Johnson
Stein
Undecided

- 46%
- 5%
- 2%
- 6%

- 46%
- 7%
- ----- 4%

N. Carolina

Florida

Trump - 47%

Trump - 41%

Clinton - 42%
Johnson - 6%
Stein - 1%
Undecided - 4%

Clinton - 45%
Johnson - 5%
Stein - 2%
Undecided - 7%
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Trump

Undecided
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where the candidates
talked about themselves,
each citing his own
leadership record.
Kaine’s most aggressive
attacks were attempts to
hold Pence accountable
for the alleged divisive
statements
made
by
Donald
Trump,

FOOD
Continued from page 1
vegetables, ” Batcheler said.
Two sections divide the garden
with a perennial section for plants
that live for multiple years, and an
annual section for plants that survive
for usually a season in the year.
Planting carrots for the fall
season, students walked around
the garden assisting in watering
and leaving with bags full of
vegetables that included onions,
cherry tomatoes and eggplants.
Based on student preference,
the garden has recently produced
watermelons, green tomatoes,
avocado and cucumbers.
Business junior Diana Xu
expresses how the garden has been
beneficial to the SJSU community.
“You learn a lot about where you
get your food from and you learn a
lot about what effort it takes to get
a single bell pepper for example,”

particularly
the
Republican candidate’s
repeated
praise
for
Russian
President
Vladimir Putin.
Pence
countered
repeatedly, though by
lambasting
Clinton’s
campaign
and
her
controversial, “basket of

deplorables,” comment.
Throughout
the
whole
night,
Pence
remained calmer and
more conversational in
tone. Kaine was more
combative,
repeatedly
interrupting and cutting
off Pence.
Near the end of the

event, both candidates
were
given
the
oppurtunity to discuss
how their personal faith
affected their decisions in
government. During this
portion, the discussion
turned to the abortion
rights issue and the proper
role that faith should play

Xu said.
Work that also includes picking
weeds and breaking down the
compost piles for fertilizer is
the most beneficial way to grow
healthy fruits and vegetables
according to Batcheler.
Animation senior Miles Irwin
describes his experience of
coming to the garden weekly to
connect with students and to learn.
“The community aspect of it has
been great, I’ve met a lot of really
wonderful people here. People
that are compassionate about their
community and environment,”
Irwin said.
Batcheler talks about how
impressed he is with students
who have taken interest in the
garden and hopes to create a
larger learning environment for
students academically through
the university.
Follow Shellise on Twitter
@soulfulpenned

in public service.
Major news outlets
released their online
polls to give a sense of
who was victorious, but
in-depth,
nonpartisan
polls were not available
as of Tuesday night.
Follow Jeremy on Twitter
@jeremycummings3

Shellise West | SPARTAN DAILY
Garden manager Mark Batcheler (right) teaches students how to properly peel corn at the A.S. Community Garden.

Follow us on social media @spartandaily
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before, you have to wear
multiple hats and take on
multiple
responsibilities
every day.”
According to Wei, being the
marketing coordinator does
not mean being constricted
to that title. Onerent is a
company that, as Wei puts
it, wants all of its employees
to do do different jobs so
that they have experience in
multiple areas of the startup.
There was some doubt at
first. According to Wei, he
interned for Onerent when
the company was still in its
early stages and was being
run inside a garage.
“Of course I had some
doubts when joining,” Wei
said. “Startups tend to have
less direction and a less
clearer road map for the
future but they also give you
more responsibilities and
chances to grow personally
and professionally.”
Even with a few small
doubts at the beginning, Wei
overcame the fear of joining
a startup and has reaped the
benefits ever since.
“I do business and
marketing
development
for Onerent,” Wei said.
“ I’ve written ad copies,
done graphic design and

have also briefly ran
events for Onerent.”
According to Wei and
Onerent online, the company
was founded in 2014 by Greg
Toschi, Rico Mok and Chuck
Hattemer who wanted to
create a space where future
renters could search for
affordable living options in
the Bay Area.
According to Onerent’s
website, the original founders
came up with the idea for
the company when they kept
on being discouraged by the
painful rental experiences in
the Bay Area. After one too
many bad experiences, they
took the plunge and created
their own website with the
intentions of helping people
who were experiencing the
same living perils as they did.
Since their start, the company
has since expanded to San
Diego and Seattle.
“It’s a common Cinderella
story to find a startup being
born in a Silicon Valley
garage,” said Wei. “Sure we
had a few former Google
employees fund us early on,
but I did not realize how big
of an impact that meant until I
started to get to know our cofounders. Their dedication to
make sure all their employees
grow into young professionals
is the real reason why I stay.”
Stemming from humble
beginnings – they started

LEADERS
Continued from page 1

TAYLOR JONES | SPARTAN DAILY
Ray Wei is now the marketing
coordinator for Onerent.

their company in a garage
like many other startups
– Onerent progressively
got bigger, gaining help
with interns like Wei and
associates from Google.
With a new building
in the SoFa District of
San Jose and a growing
number of employees, Wei
can see a bright future
ahead for Onerent.
“In these next few years,
you’ll be seeing Onerent
expand to new territories,
manage larger apartment
complexes and continue
to deliver a seamless
rental experiences for both
homeowners and renters,”
Wei said.
Follow Taylor on Twitter
@tayj95_jones

UPD suffers staffing shortage
BY ESTEPHANY
STAFF WRITER

HARO

The San Jose State University Police
Department has struggled with a dearth of
staff since 2012. UPD has a budget for 32
sworn officers to patrol SJSU and its more
than 30,000 students but only has 28 officers
on payroll according to Captain Alan Cavallo.
Cavallo has been in the UPD for five years
and he says that throughout those years he
has hired 11 officers and has lost 11 through
retirement, firing or leaving to other agencies.
“We’ve been trying to get to 32 officers for
the past four and half years, unfortunately, every
time we hire somebody, somebody else leaves
or retires or resigns and so we’ve taken one step
forward and two steps back,” Cavallo said.
In August the San Jose City Council declared a
state of emergency over police staffing shortage
in the San Jose Police Department, forcing
their staff to work overtime. Some of the SJPD
officers sleep in RVs parked outside of the police
department because they live in cities outside the
Bay Area, according to KPIX.
However, Cavallo said that was not the case
for UPD officers even though they often work
overtime to cover two shifts. “I do have people
that commute but fortunately I don’t have
anyone sleeping in their car.”
Even though there’s a high demand for police
officers in different agencies, Cavallo says that
salary is an issue for the UPD. “We are not

the highest paid agency in the county by any
means and so some of the younger officers that
are working here are looking around at other
opportunities, places where they can make a
little bit more money,” Cavallo said.
SJSU alum Eric Lopez, who is pursuing
a career in law enforcement said, “UPD is a
great organization, but I would rather work for
a city or county department where I am given
the opportunity to grow and develop new skill
sets in special departments such as, SWAT, K9,
detective, and various other special task forces.”
However, Lopez said that the reason he’s
not applying for the UPD is the pay. “The
current salaries that SJSU UPD is offering
new recruits is not competitive with the
neighboring agencies competing for the same
qualified candidates,” Lopez said.
Some SJSU students have not noticed the
UPD staffing shortage and they feel safe on
campus, “I was not aware but I still feel safe
because I always see policemen walking
or on their cars,” said Cesar Candelas, civil
engineering sophomore student.
Matin Nikoui, forensics science transfer
student also feels safe on campus but would
like to see more officers patrolling, “I typically
feel safe in the school but I feel that they should
up their precaution, I think the 32 staff on duty
would be viable.”
Follow Estephany on Twitter
@haroestephany

Espinoza
created
DREAMer’s
Roadmap, a mobile application that
helps undocumented students easily
find scholarship opportunities. This is
something Espinoza said would have
been helpful to her growing up as an
undocumented student.
This year Forbes listed Espinoza
in their 30 Under 30 list of aspiring
entrepreneurs. In 2014 the White
House named her a Champion of
Change for her website Sarahi.tv that
helps educate the local Palo Alto
community about scholarships.
The night went on with the speakers
discussing their stances on issues
such as the outdated ballot system,
uninformed voters, and voters who
choose not to vote.
“We have the opportunity and
the responsibility to in some ways
represent our community,” said Chapa,
Program Manager for the Latino
Entrepreneur Initiative at the Stanford
Graduate School of Business Center
for Entrepreneurial Studies.
All three of the speakers discussed
the excessive amount of uninformed
voters within the Latino community.
Salamanca stressed her worry of
knowing that some Latino voters will
vote for Donald Trump.
“I think it’s not fair to ask Latinos
to mobilize Latinos, and I think that’s
what happens every four years,”
Chapa said. “Everyone says the Latino
vote is so important, especially in
swing states… but we still are an
afterthought to the very end.”
Omar Torres, a member of the
Governing Board of McKinley School
District and a Community Outreach
Coordinator for East San Jose City
Councilmember, Magdalena Carrasco
spoke on the easiness of voting, the
chance of having a Republican-run
government and his thoughts of the

VICENTE SERNA-ESTRADA | SPARTAN DAILY
Freshman aerospace engineering student, Neema
Mohseni, registers to vote at The Latino Vote event
in the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library.

community pushing their voice forward.
“We could possibly have a president
who has demonized our community,
has told time and time again that we
are criminals and that we should build
a wall to keep more of our people out
of this country,” Torres said.
Frank Carbajal, author of ‘Building
the Latino Future: Success Stories for
the Next Generation’ and Founder of
the Silicon Valley Latino Leadership
Summit, moderated the event.
“I know as Latinos we’ve become
passionate about who we want to
vote for… let’s turn that passion into
strategic thinking,” Carbajal said.
SJSU Latino Alumni Network
founder, Karina Deras, a SJSU
graduate and Executive Recruiting
Coordinator at Amazon put this
event together.
Deras said that the goal of the event
was to inform students not only about
the importance of voting, but the
importance of the Latino vote in this
upcoming election.
Follow Vicente on Twitter
@vinceserna_

Follow us on Twitter @spartandaily
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Little Italy cooks up a fundraising food festival
was known as Little Italy. While he grew up
nearby in Willow Glen, Leblanc was delighted
to attend the festival and enjoy food from his
Italian heritage.
Throughout the day, more and more
people arrived to celebrate Little Italy by
consuming food and drink. The sun did not
seem to be going anywhere as local classic
rock band named the Johnny Neri Band
played their set with songs including “Born
to be Wild” by Steppenwolf with attendees

dancing in front of the stage.
Little Italy’s lively event gathered hundreds of
people throughout the day and certainly gained
proceeds into the thousands for the cultural
center and museum. The inaugural street
festival seemed successful and will probably
lead for much more foot traffic around the
cultural district for the weeks to come.
Follow Karianne on Twitter
@ktsudkya
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DRINK
OF THE
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A pathway between Little Italy and Gaudalupe River Park has multiple bricks surrounding this Little Italy slab.

This week’s drink:

Attendees created lines upward of 30
people just to get to the authentic cuisine.
Experiencing the friendly, upbeat attitudes
of each vendor and enjoying the food they
served, it was not difficult to see why the lines
roped around the street.
Along a side walkway was a courtyard
filled with attendees tasting wine, viewing the
different art pieces for sale and listening to
live mandolin music.
Branded G was one of the booths on display
selling gypsy-inspired jewelry and apparel.
Creator Shellie Graves said how the event was
really nice and enjoyable.
Dave Brigantino served samples of olive
oil from his family business on a tray with
squares of bread and small sample cups
containing olive oil.
“It’s a great event and good publicity for
business,” Brigantino said. He and his brother
Chris founded their family olive oil company
in Hollister, California.
Attendee and Willow Glen resident Rick
LeBlanc spoke about his family’s history
with Little Italy and how he was enjoying
the festivities.
Leblanc said his family came from Nevada
to California in 1912 and bought two houses
within the Little Italy district well before it

Ea[`]dY\Y

San Jose’s Little Italy served up a successful
affair for its inaugural street festival Sunday.
The sun was shining brightly through
potential rain clouds as droves of attendees
flooded the streets of Little Italy to partake in
the festivities.
Even though many roads were closed off
from the Rock n’ Roll Marathon making
it difficult to get to Little Italy, dozens of
people walked under the large archway at the
entrance to the district.
The all-day event featured several
booths serving traditional Italian foods
and art vendors as well as live music from
local performers.
Each booth along the main street sold Italian
cuisine which varied from ravioli to baked
ziti, polenta and cannolis. Vendors had four to
seven people behind the booth assembling and
cooking each dish. Profits from the booths
benefitted the Little Italy San Jose Cultural
Center & Museum.
Another vendor served polenta topped with
tomato sauce and Italian sausage. Both dishes
were very tasty and displayed part of what
Little Italy had to offer.

The Michelada is a Mexican beer-based
cocktail with mystical healing powers.
According to age-old Mexican folklore
dating back to the days of “Pancho”
Villa, the tart and spicy taste of this
drink has the power to cure the worst of
hangovers. The recipe varies throughout
the various regions of Mexico but
the standard ingredients are ice-cold
beer, lime, salt and hot sauce. There
are other optional ingredients such as
Worcestershire sauce and Clamato but
that all depends on preference. This
refreshing remedy often referred to as
the “Mexican Bloody Mary” is best in
between “What happened last night?”
and “Let’s do that again!” While there is
DEVROXWHO\QRVFLHQWLÀFEDFNLQJIRUWKH
Michelada’s curative qualities it’s nice to
have something to believe in.

DRINK BY FRANCISCO FRANCO

O`Ylkafka\]7
Clamato
Tapatio
Worcestershire sauce
Soy sauce
12 oz Corona
Lime juice
Sea salt/ Tajin mix

INFOGRAPHIC BY KAVIN MISTRY

HUMANS of SJSU

I haven’t
have seen my sister in two years or so.
She’s an
a engineer so she’s always traveling.
I don’t know if it’s her that I miss but it’s a
part of her that I miss, which is her kid. She
just had a kid and I haven’t met her
er yet.

“

”

Kevin Gaytan
Junior dance major

My parents are proud... they better be.
They’re proud of me just coming to college
They’r
and trying to be sucessful. Where they came
from, they had a tough time and they want
better decisions from us as we grow
w up.

“

Kyle Quiaot
Freshman industrial design major

INFOGRAPHIC BY VICENTE SERNA-ESTRADA

BY KARIANNE SUDYKA
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FS 163 brings C.S.I. to SJSU

Corner Deli & Grill is a
solid successor to Creasian

BY KARIANNE
STAFF WRITER

VICENTE SERNA-ESTRADA | SPARTAN DAILY
Soraya Hamzehsohani, a senior kinesiology student does a ridge count of her own rolled fingerprints using a
fingerprint loupe and a ridge counter.

BY VICENTE SERNA-ESTRADA
STAFF WRITER
San Jose State’s Fingerprint Science
course is like an episode straight out of
‘Forensic Files,’ but throwing it back to the
70s with the techniques and methods used.
This course trains students on methods
that seem dated but will help students in
the crime lab later in their careers.
The Fingerprint Science class at SJSU is
a part of the forensic science department
and teaches students to classify and
identify fingerprints. This course also
provides footing for a career in crime
scene investigation or law enforcement.
The course teaches how to recognize
fingerprint patterns – such as loops,
arches and whorls, as well as identify and
match fingerprints, classify fingerprints
and court testimonies where they learn
to defend their findings.
Many students come into this course
thinking that they will be able to use
high-tech gadgets that will give them
easy and instantaneous results. Though
this is something that the fingerprint
scientists are able to do in today’s world,
this course starts by teaching methods
from decades ago.
Professor Mary Juno teaches the
Fingerprint Science course twice a week.
Juno worked in the Oakland Police
Department as a crime scene investigator
and evidence technician for eight years.
“I think it’s kind of a steep learning
curve where they go ‘Oh no, oh God, I
don’t think so and then they go wee!’”
Juno said. “It’s not hard if you’re coming
to class and paying attention, but if
people miss class it gets hard…you can’t
just jump in.”
Fingerprint
Science
students’
assignments consist of cards with
fingerprints on them, some that they
rolled of their own prints and they then
identify the patterns within the print,
classify the prints and do ridge counts

on the print.
Students use a fingerprint loupe and
a ridge counter to magnify and count
the amount of ridges from one point in
a fingerprint to another. This process is
one that could be used in a crime lab to
classify a print.
Juno says one of the highlights in the
course is a project where students get
to prepare a display that they could use
in a court testimony that shows all their
acquired skills.
“In my previous classes we just learned
about it and talked about it, but we never
were hands on with the fingerprints,”
said senior forensic chemistry student
Sema Massad.
The class does not require any type of
science background, but only an intro
to a forensic science course. Anyone is
welcome to learn the rigorous techniques.
Juno teaches many courses that many
might think resemble episodes of ‘NCIS’
or ‘Law and Order.’ Aside from forensic
science, Juno teaches crime scene
investigation, crime scene photography
and forensic science application.
“I’ve taken most of her classes during
my time here at state and I love how her
classes are so hands on,” said Soraya
Hamzehsohani, a senior kinesiology
major with a minor in forensic science.
“Whether we’re classifying fingerprints,
casting shoeprints or solving a mock
crime scene, her classes are never boring.”
Fingerprint Science will be offered Fall
2017 and can be found under FS 163 in
the course catalog. You can find more of
Juno’s unique and hands on courses in
the course catalog for next semester.

SUDYKA

Whenever you’re in need of good eats for
reasonable prices, just head to the Corner.
Corner Deli & Grill opened its doors
at the end of the Spring 2016 semester.
Located on the corner of 10th and
Williams, this downtown food stop is
a welcoming part of the San Jose State
University community.
The Corner is not really the new
restaurant on the block. Toward the close
of Spring semester, Creasian, the local
Asian fusion eatery, closed its doors.
The former fusion restaurant was a
popular spot to eat inexpensive Asian and
American inspired foods. When the logos
on the windows changed from Creasian
to the Corner, there was confusion about
what was happening.
In a business move by the owners,
Creasian was rebranded into a more
American-style restaurant. Thus Corner
Deli & Grill was created.
However, it is not an entirely new
restaurant taking Creasian’s place. Corner
has more familiarity to its predecessor
than meets the eye.
Some popular menu items from the
original made the leap to Corner’s menu.
Items such as the Korean BBQ wrap and
Cali burger remained the same between
the two, a welcome familiar touch for
those who regularly ate at Creasian.
The items on the menu are primarily
sandwich-based
foods
including
breakfast croissants, pulled pork sliders
and of course, burgers. Each item under
the “starters” section of the menu has a
small description of what the item is or
how it is made, followed by the price.
Other menu items have a list of the foods
and sauces put into that particular item.
Corner’s menu kept to the simplicity of
its predecessor’s and funny enough, even
the font stayed the same.
The tables and bar area remained almost
exactly the same as before, but with the
addition of a display window for baked
goods. After browsing the menu and

looking at the tempting options, I selected
the Korean BBQ wrap with teriyaki
chicken and a complimentary side of fries
as well as a banana milkshake.
Taking one bite of my wrap, I could tell
that this business move might have been a
good choice despite the sudden change of
scenery. The wrap was beyond good with
the right amount of spicy from the kimchi
fried rice and chipotle sauce. Combine
that with the sweetness from the teriyaki
chicken and it was a perfect match. The
fries were crisp on the outside with the
right amount of salt while the inside was
nice and tender.
I didn’t expect much from the banana
milkshake because milkshakes are pretty
generic if its not a special item from the
menu. However, I was pleasantly surprised
by the smooth flavor of vanilla blended
with banana. Even more so surprised to
drink up small banana chunks.
Though I honestly was skeptical when
I heard about the change from Creasian
to Corner, I am not disappointed by the
switch. The food is great for a good price
and the atmosphere is the same as it had
been when Corner was Creasian. Give this
place a try, it’s right around the Corner
from campus so there are few excuses to
not go. As for me, I will definitely be back
at Corner soon.
Follow Karianne on Twitter
@ktsudyka

KARIANNE SUDKYA | SPARTAN DAILY
Corner Deli & Grill’s Korean BBQ wrap contains a
choice of steak or teriyaki chicken with kimchi fried
rice and fresh lettuce.

Follow Ryanon Twitter
@ryan_barnhart

Follow Vicente on Twitter
@vinceserna_
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Vote against downloadable content with your wallet

JASON DUNHAM
STAFF WRITER
Purchasing a video game
in modern times can be an
overwhelming experience.
Many games come with a vast
array of pricing options that
offer additional content or early
access. In the past ten years,
there has been a slow and steady
increase in the cost of add-on
content for video games known
as Downloadable Content (DLC).
Season passes, which allow the
player to acquire all the DLC
content for a game at a slightly
reduced price, have gone from
$19.99 to $49.99. Random chests
that give you one random digital
item out of a pool require you
to repeatedly spend to get what
you want are becoming more and
more prevalent and the cost of
digital goods are ballooning out
of control.
Each year the amount of
additional content available for
purchase in a large majority of

the popular video game releases
seems to be going up in both
price and number and this is an
alarming notion for the future.
Back before the Xbox 360, PS3
and Wii (what we know as the
seventh generation of video game
consoles), the modern concept of
DLC did not exist as it does today.
Before the seventh generation
of consoles, content similar to
DLC was really only found on
the PC gaming platform and was
known as an expansion.
Much like modern DLC today,
expansions would range in price
from around 19.99 to 39.99, but
unlike today’s DLC expansions,
usually offered much more
content for the money.
Expansions such as Warcraft
3’s Frozen Throne and Starcraft’s
Brood War came with nearly
as much content as the original
release, adding full additional
stories to the game and new
characters to play.
One of the first pieces of DLC
to spark massive controversy
was the $2.50 horse armor
for the game Elder Scrolls:
Oblivion. When this content was
released, gamers scoffed at the
ridiculousness of paying $2.50
to adorn your horse in armor. If
this DLC was released today, it
would most likely be found in
a random chest that cost $2.99
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to open and was filled with 199
other items to prevent you from
getting the armor you wanted.
In an article for gaming website
Polygon, Joel Burgess, a senior
level designer at Bethesda Game
Studios who was part of the team
that created the horse armor
DLC, talks about the armor
paving the way for the future
DLC to come.
“At a time when other
developers for the most part
were constrained to doing things
like gun packs or cash packs
for games, we were releasing
content like Knights of the
Nine and the Shivering Isles
for Oblivion, some very very
big DLCs that had content on
par with some other full games
being brought out,” Burgess
said. “All those more interesting
DLCs were built on the back of
the horse armor.”
It didn’t take long for DLC
content to pick up steam after
horse armor. If you look at one of
the largest Call of Duty releases
in the last two generations of
consoles, Modern Warfare 2,
the game featured two pieces of
additional content at $14.99 each
for a total of $30.
Today the most recent Call of
Duty, Black Ops 3, launched with
a $49.99 season pass and random
loot chests that can be opened

with keys that can be opened
after playing multiple matches or
by spending real money.
Over the summer two popular
YouTubers were outed for
promoting a digital goods
gambling website that they
owned without proper disclosure
in the videos.
Their site allowed users to
wager weapon skins earned
in the popular game Counter
Strike: Global Offensive. The
skins change the look of your
character’s weapon or knife by
adding graphics such as flames
or military camo. The skins are
rewards from loot crates earned
from playing matches but require
a key that cost about $2.50.
Some of these weapon skins
were valued in the $1000’s and
players could wager skins to enter
for a chance to win all the skins
wagered by the different users.
These YouTubers were releasing
video content of them winning
the grand prizes in order to entice
their viewers to gamble.
These YouTubers got away with
merely a PR hit and a loss of a lot
of viewers when they committed
a crime that should have
warranted jail time. First and
foremost they were promoting
their gambling site mostly to
minors because minors were the
majority of their viewers and

secondly they were promoting
their own products without
proper disclosure.
Gamers need to fight against
DLC practices with their money
and refuse to support the titles
that come with egregious DLC
content. Instead they should
support games that come with
reasonable DLC practices.
Games like this still exist
today they are just becoming the
exception instead of the norm.
Grand Theft Auto V has no DLC
other than purchasing in-game
cash that you can also earn by
playing, The Witcher 3 has been
praised for it’s season pass which
offers extremely long and storydriven content. Finally, Halo
5 releases free content packs
funded with money from random
loot chests that gave the player
cosmetic items.
These are examples of DLC
that edge lean on the fair side
the type of DLC that gamers
should support with their money.
Gamers need to show developers
that this is the type of DLC
they want, not overpriced game
releases with tons of pack in
content that is not available to
play for months after the release.

Follow Jason on Twitter
@judgmented1
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hands
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as a bet
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18 Wide-mouthed
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19 Day of old Hollywood
20 Three things started
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24 “Ciao,
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25 A god of war
26 Before, in romantic
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American country
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42 Tootsie Pop portions
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44 Verb for Shakespeare
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“hard,”
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56 Bullets,
in Vegas
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What are the pros and cons of open relationships?
Polyamory is more than
just multiple partners

RYAN BARNHART
STAFF WRITER
As early as the beginning of January
of this year, dating site OkCupid added a
feature where you could list yourself as
being “in an open relationship.”
OkCupid, whose parent company Match
Group also owns dating sites Tinder and
Match, gathered data that determined that
about 24 percent of users are interested
in group sex, with 42 percent of them
considering dating someone who is in an
open relationship.
Regardless of your gender, couples are
more welcomed with open arms now than
they ever were before.
So what is the next step toward accepting
all methods of premarital partnerships? I
believe that squarely comes down to the
general population being okay with the
concept of open relationships.
Polyamorous relationships have been a
hot topic and, as of late, more and more
couples are being (no pun intended) more
open to the idea of having multiple partners.
When I use the term polyamory, I’m
not speaking of “side-chick” culture or
anything of the like where one essentially
hides his or her other partners from the
other member of the relationship.
According to information gathered in an
article on Scientific American detailing
the possible benefits of polyamorous
relationships, around four to five percent
of all couples in the United States are in an
open relationship.
While that number does seem minuscule,
it’s a far cry from the 20th-century ideals of
the past, where those with multiple partners
were seen as either swingers attempting
to free themselves of the monotony of
marriage or just being labeled as a cheater.
The latter is important with regards to
becoming more accepting of polyamory.
The whole point of a polyamorous
relationship is that all members of the
relationship have a desire to be with
each other, with both consensually in
agreement that they will both have
multiple sexual partners.
A new term that has been used in the
recent years is the word “compersion.”

The basic meaning of compersion
relating to polyamory, as told by writer of
Psychology Today Elisabeth A. Sheff, is
whenever a couple obtains a sense of joy
whenever their partner develops a sense
of happiness or a romantic bond with
another person.
While this may come off as a strange
feeling to have toward the person you love,
it hits on the concept of open relationships.
When others may feel jealous when
their significant develops an attraction to
somebody other than themselves, those
who are poly become more accepting of it
for the same reasons.
Though there can be some ugly sides to
dating sites like the ones mentioned, the
swipe left, swipe right lifestyle has been
helpful in opening up to others about how
you view relationships.
Choosing to say on your profile that
you are polyamorous helps to highlight
not only how many people out there are
in those types of relationships, but it also
allows other to be more accepting of others
view relationships.
Polyamory may seem like nothing more
than moving back-and-forth between sexual
partners, but there is in fact more depth to
it than that.
John DiSanto, a software engineer,
has had firsthand experience with open
relationships. His partner at the at the time
was open herself and because of that he felt
the need to give it a try himself.
“I had never attempted an open relationship
before, but i had some curiosity about it,”
DiSanto said. “I figured that it would be a
valuable learning experience and means
to expand my views on relationships, if
nothing else.”
I am just in my early twenties myself, with
really no clue of who, if anyone I will spend
the rest of my life with.
Although I do not partake in open
relationships, I understand why it can
be important for some still trying to
find themselves.
By exploring multiple relationships, you
can obtain a better understanding of how
to really build a bond with another.
You can quickly find your likes and your
dislikes; what works and what doesn’t
work for you.
Just because you don’t want to be in an
open relationship, doesn’t mean it’s not
beneficial for the ones that are.

Follow Ryan on Twitter
@ryan_barnhart
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Never sugarcoat what could be bad
intentions in an open relationship

DARCIE ORTIQUE
STAFF WRITER
The term “open relationship” is just
a sugar coated phrase used to describe
people who are too selfish to remain
faithful to one person. It’s a scapegoat to
cheat and not have a guilty conscious for
your act of infidelity. You can’t have your
cake and eat it too.
It’s so disturbing to hear people say “I’m
in an open relationship.” You can’t invent
your own rules and expect happiness in the
long-run. According to religioustolerance.
org, as long you are in the boundaries of
the U.S. and Canada, most marriages are
between two persons and no political
jurisdiction in North America formally
registers polygamous marriages.
Couples who agree to partake in an open
relationship have not accepted the simple
fact that they aren’t meant for each other
and are still desperately searching for
their soul mate. The inability or desire to
commit to one person should not result
in the agreement to entertain and indulge
in multiple partners. The term open
relationship is just a nicer way of saying
“We agree to cheat on each other” in hopes
of being satisfied.
I’m not saying everyone should be in
a rush for an exclusive relationship, but
what’s so special about sharing your
partner with someone else? This defeats
the purpose of a relationship, regardless if
both parties claim to be on the same terms.
Most people involved in open
relationships seem to lack self-control.
Couples become so far out of touch with
reality while filling a void that they think
only multiple people can satisfy.
The true meaning of marriage is to vow to
stay faithful to a monogamous relationship.
According to writer Drew Magary, the
purpose behind marriage is sacrifice. You
vow to ignore the urges to entertain or
explore relationships outside of your own.
According to Magary, “Having that one
person in your life that you love and trust
and that ONLY YOU get to love and trust,
gives you the security and confidence to
have a happy existence.”
Today,
many
millennials
stress

the importance of trying to discover
themselves and not wanting the hassle of
being tied down to one person. Although
this is a valid point, referring to your love
life as an an open relationship is pretty
pointless. End your relationship because in
all reality, you’re still single and not ready
for an exclusive commitment.
Open relationships simply give your
partner another excuse to leave you for
good and for someone else. It’s kind of like
taking a child to the candy store and giving
him/her unlimited options. What makes
you think they’ll walk out with just one, if
there’s so much intriguing competition to
chose from?
Open relationships leave both you and
your partner unprotected — from love,
trust, happiness and much more.
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Couples who agree
Cou
to partake in an open
relationship have not
accepted the simple fact
that they aren’t meant for
each other and are still
desperately searchingg for
their soulmate.
ate.
In addition to the extensive concerns
associated with open relationships,
partners are more susceptible to
contracting sexually-transmitted diseases
when there are no restrictions to how many
people your partner is intimate with.
You may also find yourself competing
for attention from your “main partner,”
or playing a meaningless love game that
doesn’t result in a fairytale ending after all.
Research suggests that although open
relationships are trending today, it’s very
likely that they aren’t successful in the
future. They’re just for the moment.
According to psychology today.com,
“Sooner or later, someone will start
forming an outside attachment that will
threaten the marriage or one partner
will get tired of hearing of the other’s
experiences.”
For all these reasons and more, you
should save yourself and your partner from
the unnecessary stress associated with
being in an open relationship; they aren’t
worth it.

Follow Darcie on Twitter
@darc_alexandria
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VICENTE SERNA-ESTRADA

STAFF WRITER
Tall, skinny and mostly white is
what we’re used to seeing on the
catwalk. Why is it that in a society
with such diverse physical attributes,
we still see the same type of model
in the majority of designer lines?
The average American woman
wears between a size 16 to 18,
according to a study done by
Washington State University. This
is not what we’re seeing on runways
at this season’s New York Fashion
Week. In fact, most designer

clothing lines only go up to a size 12
which doesn’t even meet the average
woman’s size.
Victoria Beckham, who debuted
her SS17 fashion line last week, is
being criticized by multiple social
media users for using borderline
anorexic models.
I don’t understand what’s so scary
about including bigger women into
the mix of high fashion. Whenever
someone actually does include
a “plus-sized” model there is an
exaggerated surprised response
from both society and the media. It
shouldn’t be a shock, it should be
the norm.
Tim Gunn, design educator and cohost of ‘Project Runway,’ wrote in
his article for the Washington Post,
“But many designers – dripping
with disdain, lacking imagination or
simply too cowardly to take a risk –
still refuse to make clothes for them
[bigger-sized women].”
The term “plus-sized model”
shouldn’t even be used. We don’t call
models Kendall Jenner and Bella
Hadid “scrawny-sized models,”
so the fashion industry shouldn’t
define someone by a physical
characteristics that demeans the
person as if they’re not a human.
Of course there are some rarities
who step outside of the size zero

dress and include average women
in their line. This year we saw
designers like Marc Jacobs, Sophie
Theallet and Christian Siriano
include curvier models in their lines.
Curve-embracing
supermodel
Ashley Graham launched her
lingerie line that fits bigger women
this fashion week.
One offender of this anti-curve
industry is the head designer of
Chanel, Karl Lagerfeld, who said in
2009, “No one wants to see curvy
women” modeling clothes.
Abercrombie & Fitch was under
fire in 2013 for not selling anything
bigger than a size 10. Former
chief executive of the company,
Mike Jeffries said, “We go after
the attractive, all-American kid.”
Someone should give Jeffries a
wake-up call and tell him that the
“all-American kid” is most likely
curvy and not thin like he would
like to believe.
The fashion industry has a lot to
learn about what beauty really is.
Curves are nothing to be ashamed
of, especially in clothing lines that
could create profit for scared and
uncreative designers.

Follow Vicente on Twitter
@ vinceserna_

Stop Hollywood’s tomboy complex

SHELLISE WEST
STAFF WRITER
Imagine
being
made
into
something that you were not, or
being altered to someone else’s
standard of beauty. Hollywood has
set the trend in obsessions over
what its views on gender have been
throughout the years.
Leaving out the concept of a
gender issue that is continuously
seen in both movies and on
television has yet to be noticed in
the eyes of media executives.
Tomboy-like behavior is not an
issue of identity, nor does it need to
be changed by makeup montages of
characters being transformed into a
“girlier” image of themselves.
A common theme seen throughout
movies in Hollywood, this image
bestowed upon society fails to relate
to its audiences.
The popular streaming service
Netflix has most recently seen a
surge in its views in the smash
summer hit series ‘Stranger Things’.
In an ode to 80s films in childhood
adventures, the series shares a
common theme in comparison to

Hollywood films like ‘Stand By Me.’
Character Eleven, played Millie
Brown, is seen as a scraggly
tomboy with a shaved head who was
quickly made over by each male
character. She became “prettier”
after revealing herself to the rest of
the cast.
The most famous sequence of
events in media happens to be the
makeover montages where each
character is remade and seen to
be widely attractive versus her
previous appearance.
Director Gina Prince-Bythewood
presented the idea in the romantic
drama ‘Love & Basketball’ starring
Sanaa Lathan and Omar Epps.
Lathan, known as Monica,
played a character invested in her
future of becoming a professional
basketball player.
Usually wearing cornrows or a
pulled back ponytail and basketball
shorts, Monica displayed the tomboy
characteristics of being tough
until she went to the formal dance
wearing a dress.
A line from the dance scene from
character Shawnee played by actress
Gabrielle Union expressed to her,
“Damn girl, I didn’t know Nike
made dresses.”
In Lakeshore Entertainment’s
‘She’s The Man,’ Viola, played
by Amanda Bynes, suffered from
fitting into the feminine scene by
being more into soccer while forced
to wear dresses and be a part of
girly events hosted by her mother, a

former debutante contestant.
The dilemma of women being
seen as less attractive and having to
become more appealing to a male
companion at the end of a film is
completely unpleasant.
Films have given children the idea
that a female character can be strong,
adventurous and brave, however the
issue of real femininity is constantly
lost even in animated films.
The expression of women and
young girls who feel the need to be
less girly comes from who they are.
Femininity is something that
should not be defined by what we
wear and how we look in the eyes
of men.
Before her unexpected death,
Aaliyah embodied the tomboy look
and inspired young women by being
comfortable in her own image.
Being less appealing by what we
wear and how we act should not
equate to an unattractive female.
Giving an image to girls and
women in film starts with the
inclusion of these tomboy like
characters who should not have
alter themselves in order to make
others happy.
In real life there are women
who prefer to be comfortable in
baggy jeans or who wear their hair
naturally aside from fitting into
what Hollywood sees as becoming
more of a woman in its films and
television shows.

Follow Shellise on Twitter
@soulfulpenned

NASA announces a new horoscope

VICENTE SERNA-ESTRADA

STAFF WRITER
NASA announced in September
that there is no correlation between
astronomy and astrology. That’s
right, even with the “addition” of a
13th zodiac sign – which has always
been there – your horoscope is still
pure and utter rubbish.
According to NASA, the earth
has shifted its axis over time,
thus adding Ophiuchus as the
13th constellation which would
essentially mess up all horoscopes.
Astronomy is the study of everything
in outer space, while astrology is
essentially a pseudoscience which
isn’t based on solid facts.
Babylonian ancient stories say
there has always been a 13th zodiac
sign, but the Babylonian people

chose to ignore it so that the 12 signs
matched their 12-month calendar.
This new rediscovery according to
an article from ELLE means that my
birth date doesn’t align with Scorpio
anymore. I am now a Libra instead.
That mean’s I’m not compatible
with Cancer anymore, which means
I should probably break up with my
girlfriend, right?
With the earth shifting access
and Ophiuchus coming more into
alignment the system still does not
mess up your sign. The horoscope
system is based on a set date
schedule which doesn’t involve any
actual space occurrences.
Astrology
uses
artificial
constellations that cannot be
affected by the shifting of Earth’s
axis. According to an essay done by
the University of Oregon, ancient
astrologer
and
mathematician
Ptolemy created a system known as
the tropical zodiac, which is based
off of the constellations.
The horoscope system has been
a scam since the day it originated.
Since astrology is not a science,
these horoscopes cannot predict
compatibility, characteristics or

futures. The fact that someone is
born on a specific date will not
reflect who they should avoid or
what they should do today. This
is just a con making money off of
easily gullible people.
The constellation’s that shape these
entities are not significant either.
Leo is supposed to be the shape
of lion, but all that’s there are nine
stars that are light years away from
each other that happen to be shaped
like a lump with a neck.
The idea of horoscopes dictating
people’s lives is an ancient scam that
has played with people’s emotions
since the very beginning. This could
be done for comfort of the uncertain,
or as a money making scam.
NASA did not mess up your
horoscope because they do not
deal with the lie that is astrology.
They simply coordinated where
the constellations pointed without
ignoring any major constellations.
You can now relax knowing that
your zodiac is still the same but still
is meaningless as ever.

Follow Vicente on Twitter
@ vinceserna_

Jenner dances
into controversy
A Vogue Espana photo shoot
pushes the dance community over
the edge, social media indicates

SAJA MOHAMED
STAFF WRITER
Ballerinas and dancers
everywhere are confused
and mad at photographers
from Vogue Espana for their
decision to dress Kendall
Jenner up in ballerina
clothing for a video shoot.
Clearly not a dancer,
Jenner prances around the
studio in leg warmers and
tutus and talks about how
she misses her childhood.
I understand the need to
fulfill childhood fantasies
by playing dress up, but
how about showing some
respect to the ballerinas
and professional dancers
whom dedicate their lives in
pursuit of this craft?
“They know better. And
this could easily have been
a lovely video: Just put
Jenner— who is a truly
gifted model— in some
gorgeous
ballet-inspired
fashion, and then surround
her with top-level dancers.
Everybody wins,” said
Margaret Fuhrer, a writer
for Dance Spirit Magazine,
about Vogue Espana.
She’s
right.
Misty
Copeland, Paloma Herrera
and Miyako Yoshida would
have been fabulous additions
to this video, or they could
have been the star of it
instead of Kendall Jenner
since they actually know a
thing or two about dancing.
Vogue could have just
dressed Jenner up in some
ridiculous couture and
made her dance down a
runway if she was trying
to not be too serious. Be
unprofessional in your own
craft, not other people’s.
“I had to grow up pretty
fast, but I love being a
kid,” Jenner said in the
video as she jumps around

“

I gue
guess dressing
up as a dancer
and running
around a ballet
studio when you
know nothing
of the art is
one person’s
interpretation of
childlike, but it
might not be the
right one.

“

Curves
need to be
embraced on
the runway
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awkwardly and without
rhythm. “Just run around
like a child and not care.”
The video was posted on
the Vogue Espana website
on September 15th and it
is still a subject of debate
today. People took to Twitter
soon after it was posted and
made their own remarks
about the video.
They commented things
like “Kendall Jenner take
the ballet shoes off” or

“My (and every dancers)
reaction to Kendall Jenners
“””””ballet””””” video…”
that showed a meme of a
person facepalming.
Others went as far as to
demand apologies, like
social media user Tori
Archer who tweeted, “I
am formally requesting
an apology from @
KendallJenner and @
voguemagazine
for
that weird ballet video.
Please stop.”
Others were not so fast
to think of this video as
offensive. “I don’t think this
is disrespectful….She’s just
being girly and silly, not
pretending to be a dancer.
There are real issues in
the world, this isn’t one of
them,” writes a commenter
on Fuhrers article on the
Dance Spirit website.
I would like to agree with
this person, but everyone is
entitled to their own opinion
and if Jenner missed being
a kid so much, why not
just dress in fun colorful
clothing and play around a
park or something? I guess
dressing up as a dancer and
running around a ballet
studio when you know
nothing of the art is one
person’s interpretation of
childlike, but it might not be
the right one.
Steven Salazar is a senior
dance student at San Jose
State and a member of the
Hip Hop Dance club on
campus. He started out as
mainly a hip hop dancer
but has now flourished into
different types like, jazz,
modern, contemporary and
ballet.
Salazar performs in
concerts at SJSU and
considers
himself
a
professional in a fusion
of hip hop and other
types of dance.
“She makes it look like
it’s all easy and ‘ballet-ish’
looking, but there’s much
more to it and the way they
portray it is not close to what
it’s really like,” Salazar said.
“I love Kendall Jenner and I
think she’s a beautiful girl,
but the idea behind that
video was completely and
utterly whack.”
Appropriation
and
appreciation
are
two
different
things
and
everyone is expected to
know the difference so
as not to offend anyone
and cause problems. We
see appropriation more
than appreciation these
days, what with designers
stealing a certain style of
dress from a culture or
some people dressing in
insulting costumes towards
a certain race or religion.
Maybe
if
everyone
took the time to be more
open to the fact that we
are all different and that
we need to respect each
others uniqueness without
making a mockery of it
or declaring it the new
style, we as a people could
finally respect one another.

Follow Saja on Twitter
@sajamohammad17

FOLLOW US ON
INSTAGRAM
@SPARTANDAILY
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KAVIN MISTRY | SPARTAN DAILY
Nandyala Gama rises up for one of numerous kills in a dramatic, come from behind victory against New Mexico
in a game played on Sept. 29 in Spartan Gym.

KAVIN MISTRY | SPARTAN DAILY
Members of the SJSU baseball team do their part to distract the visiting New Mexico Lobos while they served in
a game played on Sept. 29 in Spartan Gym.

SJSU wins one, loses other in dramatic fashion
BY LUKE JOHNSON
STAFF WRITER
San Jose State University’s
women’s volleyball team
proved to be a tough
adversary in the Mountain
West Conference in last
week’s home stand.
The Spartans came back
in dramatic fashion, down
two sets to none, against the
University of New Mexico
(21-25, 24-26, 25-19, 2927,15-13) last Thursday;
then went toe-to-toe with
the top team in the MWC,
the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas, in defeat through
five sets Saturday (25-19,

23-25, 25-22, 27-29, 15-11).
SJSU now has a 1-3
conference record and is
8-8 overall.
“I’m very proud of the way
they played,” said third-year
SJSU head coach Jolene
Shepardson Thursday. “We
gave it some good old Spartan
love tonight. I was just happy
with the bold moves they took
down the pipe.”
Five Spartans finished
with 10 or more kills versus
New Mexico: outside hitter
Hana Tresnáková (16),
middle blocker Nandyala
Gama (15), outside hitter
Latahevai
Lousi
(14),
outside hitter Giulia Gávio

(14) and middle blocker
Thaliana Grajeda (11).
Libero Luiza Andrade was
one assist short of a doubledouble with 17 digs and
nine assists.
Despite
leading
statistically in kills (65 to
63), assists (64 to 57), and
digs (87 to 59), the Spartans
did not pull off an upset
victory against UNLV,
which is 4-0 in MWC and
15-1 overall after the match
in Spartan Gym.
The Rebels were led by
outside hitter Bree Hammel,
who was persistent at the
net with a match-high 21
kills, along with 10 digs.

RIBS FOR RBIs

BBQ cook-off supports
softball stadium funding
BY SAMANTHA
STAFF WRITER

VERDUGO

The San Jose State women’s softball team
held its fourth annual Sparta-Q Rib CookOff this past Saturday at CEFCU Stadium
which featured barbecue pits, live music
and drinks.
Over 30 teams of barbecue chefs from
all over California arrived to compete in a
contest showing off their best racks of ribs,
delicious side dishes and sweet desserts to
win the grand prize. The $1,000 grand prize
was was won by G & Pop’s BBQ, a local
team from San Jose.
The entire event was set up as a fundraiser
to support the Spartan’s Softball team’s
development project. The plan proposes
to build a new artificial turf field holding
a 1,000 seat stadium including a spacious
and modern clubhouse with locker rooms, a
player lounge and a training room.
Throughout the venue blue shirted Spartan
softball players volunteered to keep things
running smoothly.
“This has been going on since I was a
freshman so I’ve really gotten to see it grow
over the years. I think this is a great family
event,” said senior outfielder Casey Watt.
“We like to include our own family too. The
judging competition just adds another level to
it especially when we have people from all
over California to participate.”
The rib cook-off attracted first-time
Sparta-Q contenders as well as veterans of

the competitions from the previous years,
each with their own sorts of cooking styles.
Each team carefully prepared, cooked, and
displayed a six-rack of ribs to the judges for
appearance and tasting. Craig Yeszin was
one of the judges of the contest.
“When dealing with ribs, not only does it
have to taste good and fall right off the bone
as you bite into it but it has to have beauty,”
Yeszin said. “Just 20 percent of the score
alone is in appearance.”
Competitors such as SHOWOFF BBQ,
Bad S BBQ and Los Mexi”Q”tioners BBQ
worked hard to ensure they had the best
quality pork ribs for judging.
Patrick Brien, a San Jose State softball fan,
has been attending the event for three years.
“The ribs are delicious. It is a great
opportunity to meet people and bring the
softball community together for some good
food,” Brian said.
While smoke filled the air the whole
afternoon, the cook-off wasn’t only part of
the festivities.
Face painting, games, bounce houses, an
auction and live music from the Koncept
Party Band was the combination to entertain
the women’s softball team supporters.
The current softball field has been
demolished to make room for a golf facility
on South Campus. The new and improved
softball diamond is expected to be ready to
go by the 2017-2018 school year.

Follow Samantha on Twitter
@sammiespartan

SAMANTHA VERDUGO | SPARTAN DAILY
Senior Casey Watt and sophomore Stefanie Torja dig into some barbecue ribs during their volunteer shift with
the contest judges at the Sparta-Q Rib Cook-Off held on Saturday.

Setter Alexis Patterson
provided 48 assists and 15
digs of her own.
“They didn’t look like a
1-3 team,” said UNLV head
coach Cindy Fredrick. “It
gives a wakeup call for us
… San Jose played awesome
against us. Their defense
was phenomenal. I think
their defense was better
than our defense by far.”
Andrade led the team
defensively by launching
her body several feet
horizontally to record 23
digs, her fifth time this
season with at least 20 digs
in a match.
“My body doesn’t hurt

at all,” Andrade said “My
job, as a libero, is to be in
the back row and fight for
the ball… This is a new
program, so our team is
basically learning how to
win. And I think in these last
two games we have learned
how good we can get.”
Gávio also contributed
18 digs respectively, and
delivered 19 kills on the
attack, the most in a singlegame for an SJSU player
this season.
“We’re going to fight for it
every game no matter who
is on the other side,” Gávio
said. “We need to learn
how to not make mistakes

as much as we did. I think
that’s why we lost.”
Breann Robinson set SJSU
up with 55 assists, eight digs
and five blocks Saturday,
while Gama completed a
double-double with 12 kills
and 10 blocks.
This week, the Spartans
head north to the University
of Nevada, Reno (11-4,
2-1) Thursday then travel
south to San Diego State
University
(10-7,
2-1)
Saturday to battle in the
Mountain West Conference.

Follow Luke on Twitter
@scoop_johnson

Follow the Spartan Daily on Twitter @SpartanDaily
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